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The candidate logbooks.
We asked our learners and tutors what they wanted from a logbook.
The answer, simple to use, inspiring, re-designed forms to make the logbook function even better as an 
assessment tool, easy for candidates to relate to, exciting, engaging and relevant.

So that’s what we’ve done!
For more information or to order
T 020 7294 4113
E learningmaterials@cityandguilds.com 
www.cityandguilds.com/publications 
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hairdresserthe 

i have been inundated with calls from 
registered hairdressers recently about 
licences for playing music in the salons – 
why two are needed and the differences 
between them.  i have been to meet a 
PPL representative and also had long 
discussions with PRS For Music and 
have tried to answer all your questions 
in our article on playing music in salons. 
Hopefully this will make the situation 
clearer.

the one word i constantly hear in our 
industry is ‘change’.  ask any hairdresser 
what they love most about the industry 
and more often than not, they answer 
how it is constantly changing, moving with 
the times and never standing still.  this is 
how i hope the Hairdressing Council is – 
constantly changing and keeping up with 
the times as well as campaigning for what 
we believe in – regulations for hairdressers.  

With this in mind, i am really pleased you 
like the new-look magazine and, after 
listening to your suggestions, we are now 
on facebook  – why not add us as your 
friend.

the giveaways in the last issue were really 
popular so we have some more for you 
in this issue – there are products as well 
as a fantastic dryer giveaway on page 12.  
simply email or send me your registration 
number, name and address and you will 
be put into whichever draw you have 
requested.  simple as that. 

if you have any news you would like 
to be included in the next issue of ‘the 
Hairdresser’, send me an email to sally@
haircouncil.co.uk and i’ll see what i can do.

Sally Styles Editor

Cover Hair:  tyler Johnston
  for schwarzkopf professional using osis
editor:  sally styles (the Hairdressing Council)
design & print: JnB publishing Ltd (www.jnbpublishing.co.uk)
published By: the Hairdressing Council, 30 sydenham road, 
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  telephone 020 8760 7010
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written consent is strictly prohibited. Photographs, colour transparencies, diskettes, 
CD Roms or manuscripts submitted to the journal are lent at owners’ risk; neither 
the publishers nor its agents accept any responsibility for loss or damage. No legal 
responsibility can be accepted by the publishers or its agents for articles appearing or 
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Natural
hair Product Ranges

PRODUCT

NEWS
this issue we’re looking 
at products with natural 
ingredients or inspriation.

Healthy Hair is the Mane Attraction
For gorgeous hair that positively glows with seductive good looks, gaze no further than our three 
healthy hair saviours – the newest additions to the healthy sexy hair range – and it’s got the 
wonder product cocoa! Who said it was just for drinking!

Nutritious protection for the hair 
soy tri-Wheat Leave-in conditioner creates soft and tangle free hair. the soy tri wheat 
combination combats the harmful effects of the sun and environment while penetrating to 
replace proteins in the hair. cocoa Bean extract gives great shine and moisturewith an energising 
kumquat fragrance.

Intense repair
soy tri-Wheat treatment – A cocoa-soy blend that provides intense repair, deep conditioning and 
strengthening properties, reviving each strand and locking in moisture, meaning less breakage 
giving hair a healthy, sexy look!  

Conditioning while you style 
soy Mellow conditioning & taming Foam is also filled with the soy Protein and cocoa Bean 
ingredient combination, it’s a true conditioner you can use while styling your hair to keep it 
moisturised, frizz free, strong  and healthy looking.

And key to the power of the new range is the combination of soy-based ingredients with cocoa 
to create a dual benefit. soy beans are the only plant food to have all of the essential amino acids 
our body requires, making soy a complete protein. including it in the healthy sexy hair product 
formulas helps strengthen the hair and replace amino acids (building blocks of protein in hair) 
lost especially during blow-drying. Delicious and comforting, cocoa is the dried fatty seed of 
the cacao tree from which chocolate is made. When we eat it, cocoa helps us to feel energized 
and good about ourselves and it’s the same for hair. helping to replenish the moisture, and with 
intensive repairing qualities, it too makes hair softer and more manageable.

Once tried, this will be a healthy love affair to last.

For more details about sexy hair and stockists, call 0845 230 9660.

Liquid Hair Food!
Whilst a liquid lunch isn’t the best for our bodies, replenishing moisture is great for our hair, 
and indola has a doubly strong weapon against dry locks this summer.

its hydrate+ new ultra caring products literally ‘shower’ naturally dry, rough, brittle hair 
with much-needed moisture making them lovely and glossy thanks to its super powerful 
ingredient, bamboo.

Bamboo Milk has been renowned in Asia for centuries for its power to nourish the skin 
and hair.  it has natural moisture boosting qualities derived from the leaves and stems of 
this mineral rich plant, and delivers deep and effective hydration where it’s needed most. 
And combined with an intuitive strengthening action, every strand of hair is fortified and 
transformed into a picture of health and suppleness.

the duo of indola hydrate+ products consists of a shampoo and leave in conditioner.  
Both products contain the new Moisture.in.complex with innovative Bamboo which works 
deep down on dry, tangled, difficult to manage locks and has been specially formulated 
with a triple action of hydrating benefits that ABsoRB, RetAin and ReBALAnce the hair’s 
moisture.

Innova Hydrate+  Shampoo
cleanses, boosts and moisturises hair deep down. Restores the natural equilibrium of hair 
and strengthens each hair strand. can be used every day.

Innova Hydrate+  2-Phase Leave-In Conditioner
A spray in conditioner that leaves hair supple and full of natural shine. Leave in for 
deep and long lasting hydration to help restore natural moisture and make hair more 
manageable. An invaluable cutting aid due to its ability to smooth even the roughest of hair.
can also be used between washes to boost shine and enhance smoothness.

Don’t leave your hair high and dry – turn over a new leaf with innova hydrate+ and quench 
your hair’s thirst for good! the new range from innova is available from June 2010.

think smart, think indola. For stockist enquiries call 01296 314 000.
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Banish Frizz 
Forever!
the ultimate Finishing Product, Renati 
by terence Renati classic straight 
hold Glaze (RRP £12.50)

it’s time to call off the search for 
effective finishing products! For 
seductively straight, frizz free hair, 
Renati by terence Renati classic 
straight hold Glaze is the only 
product you need. With just a small 
amount of this professional wax, your 
hair will be kept lustrously shiny and 
smooth all day long.

the nightmare of frizz can arise at 
any moment and from extreme heat 
to air conditioning, environmental 
stressors threaten to turn a silky blow 
dry into a disaster. Renati straight 
hold Glaze ensures straight styles 
remain strong and striking whatever 
they are put through. say goodbye 
to frizz as bad hair days become a 
distant memory. 

unlike other waxes, Renati by 
terence Renati’s straight hold 
Glaze strengthens the texture of 
hair to ensure its appearance and 
texture is of the highest quality. the 
non-greasy formulation guarantees 
low shine, silky hair without leaving 
an oily residue. Luke warm water 
is all it takes to remove Renati’s 
straight hold Glaze, putting an end 
to painstakingly scraping product out 
of the hair.

says terence Renati, super stylist and 
creator of Renati Professional hair 
Products: “only the highest quality 
ingredients are used in my straight 
hold Glaze so you can be confident 
that your poker straight style will 
outlast even the most challenging of 
environments. to get the most out of 
the wax, thoroughly heat the product 
up between your palms before use 
then gently work throughout the hair 
from roots to tips to ensure equal 
coverage”.

For the ultimate professional styling 
wax that will keep your hair straight 
and frizz free in any environment, look 
no further than Renati by terence 
Renati straight hold Glaze. 

INSTANT REPAIR FOR DAMAGED HAIR
Aveda™, the maker of plant-derived hair care, skin care, make-up, and lifestyle products, introduces Damage 
Remedy™ Daily hair Repair, a high performance, plant-powered daily leave-in treatment that instantly repairs 
damage and helps protect hair from heat styling.  

PERFORMANCE
clinically proven to instantly repair damage by 26% (After 1 application of Daily hair Repair in a clinical tensile test). 
Detangles to protect hair from breakage and further damage. helps protect from heat styling and creates a healthy 
foundation for styling. safe for colour-treated hair.

“Aveda Damage Remedy Daily hair Repair is like a vitamin boost that damaged hair can take daily to keep healthy,” 
explains Antoinette Beenders, Vice President Global creative Director for Aveda. 

KEY INGREDIENTS 
organically-derived quinoa protein, sustainably sourced from Peru, penetrates the hair shaft to instantly repair 
damaged hair. Wheat protein helps protect hair against thermal damage during heat styling. soy-derived oil 
detangles hair to protect from breakage during combing. Features an uplifting aroma derived from the certified 
organic essential oils of bergamot, mandarin, and ylang ylang.

APPLICATION
Work a small amount into hands and comb though damp hair small amount for medium length hair. to maximise 
results, section the hair, focusing on damaged areas, and distribute treatment evenly.  Do not rinse. style and 
finish.   

Damage Remedy™ Daily hair Repair joins Aveda’s collection of Damage Remedy™ cleansing and conditioning 
products, including: Damage Remedy™ Restructuring shampoo, Damage Remedy™ Restructuring conditioner, 
and Damage Remedy™ intensive Restructuring treatment. Available in Aveda salons, spas, stores and online at 
www.aveda.co.uk or call 0870 034 2380
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Hair: Beverly C

Photos: Andrew O’Toole 

Make-up: Cheryl Phelps-Gardiner   

Styling: Bernard Connelly 

Products: Goldwell

Beverly C mBe
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IDENTITY
By Registered Hairdresser Beverly C MBE for Goldwell 

identity is a beautiful and atmospheric collection that combines 
uniqueness and versatility, inspired by this years trend of “going back 
to basics” and just being yourself. the shapes and colours are strong 
and texture is key – the collection builds on the foundations of great 

hairdressing but with added attitude!



state registered Hairdresser  Jo Hansford mBe
as a hair colour specialist, registered 
Hairdresser Jo Hansford’s reputation 
truly precedes her. Her name is 
synonymous with beautiful colour and 
an eye for detail. Her phenomenally 
successful salon, located in the 
heart of mayfair, is a testimony to 
Jo’s professionalism, passion, and 
dedication to her career. this is 
coupled with the support and loyalty 
of her highly skilled team, whose 
creativity has kept the salon at the 
forefront of the industry for over 15 
years.  Jo’s daughter Joanna Hansford 
recently interviewed her mother for 
the Hairdresser so that we could 
find out more about her career in the 
industry, her life and her fututre…

Was hairdressing always your chosen career – 
what age were you when you realised you wanted 
to become a hairdresser?
i originally wanted to become a make-up artist as 
i loved the creativity involved. i won a television 
competition when i was 15 and the prize was to 
train with the BBC. However, i could not take it up 
initially as i was too young and you had to be 19 
or over. the team suggested i train in hairdressing 
first as this would be an important part of the 
course and it would fill in the time! Once I started 
working in hair i realised it was the only thing i 
wanted to do and i loved the idea of putting colour 
on the hair rather than the face! 

Were your family in the hairdressing industry?
no, not at all! my mother was a housewife and my 
father was an engineer. they thought i was crazy 
and could not understand why anyone would 
want to work in London!

did you have an idol in hairdressing you looked up 
to and wanted to be like?
i worked with annie Humphries for many years at 
Vidal sassoon and she mentored me there. i have 
always admired her and think she is an amazing 
colourist.

What are your hobbies apart from hairdressing? 
my main other passion is my garden, i love 
creating colour in it all year round and am 
fortunate to spend most fridays outside with my 
gardener. We will be out there in any weather and 
i love watching it evolve. anyone else who knows 
me also knows that my other passion is red wine! 
6pm is my cut-off time at the end of the day when 
i can sit down and unwind with a nice glass of 
Cabernet or shiraz.

is there anything about hairdressing you don’t 
like?
i don’t like egos or politics and i hate the term 
‘celebrity hairdresser’! i think sometimes people 
forget that we are only hairdressers and not 
finding cures for cancer or anything tremendous 

“i would only trust Jo Hansford to colour my hair.”    Yasmin Le Bon

like that! that is not to say that we should not be 
recognised for our talents and success but let’s 
just remember what it is we actually do.

When did you realise you had a gift for colouring 
hair?
i originally worked in a salon in Bond street that 
was huge and for the first three months I did 
not even know there was a colour department. 
once i discovered it there was no stopping me 
and i realised where my passion lied. i was awful 
to start with but i could understand the logic 
very quickly and was determined to understand 
formulas and techniques. my mother’s front 
room became my salon and my poor friends and 
relatives became my experimental models. i had 
to learn from my mistakes and correct things that 
went wrong and that was the best way for me to 
understand it all and think on my feet. i still relish 
a colour change in the salon and am constantly 
learning. i think if i ever felt i knew it all i would 
have to hang my hat up. fortunately, i can’t see 
that ever happening!

What is important to you within your salon 
environment?
exceptional standards and attention to detail 
is imperative. i always liken our business to 
a restaurant. Cleanliness and hygiene is so 
important and if you went into a dirty toilet in 
a restaurant you really wouldn’t want to eat 
there! our business is the same.  other factors 
make a huge impact such as when we did our 
refurbishment a few years ago, it was vital that 
we achieve perfect lighting in the toilets as this 
is the last place that clients look at themselves 
before leaving. everywhere we went we would 
head straight into the toilets to see what worked. 
eventually we decided we loved how we looked 
in the toilets in Bluewater and that is what we 
recreated! 

Have things changed very much with regard to 
colouring hair over the past few years.
Yes, so much has changed and it is ever-evolving. 

the products today are phenomenal compared 
to the past and we can now do so much with the 
hair and can also look after it. Clients can change 
their hair colour regularly with very little damage 
and the tools available to us make our working 
life so much easier. When I first started my salon 
17 years ago, clients just wanted to be very subtle 
with their colour and literally cover grey or look 
as natural as possible. nowadays, even our older 
clients are bolder and are proud to show that they 
have their hair coloured; it has become much 
more of a fashion statement and a part of who 
you are.

You are a state registered hairdresser, why do you 
think regulations are important? 
regulations for the industry are vital, i cannot 
believe that they are not compulsory. it is very 
frightening to think anyone can start colouring 
hair without any sort of qualification. How can 
people be allowed to put chemicals on clients 
heads without any formal training? You do not get 
that in any other business where you are dealing 
with clients or patients so it seems crazy that 
it is acceptable in our industry. i know there is 
already a huge amount of red tape but registration 
is affordable for everyone and the law must be 
changed.

Congratulations on being awarded an mBe.  How 
did you feel when you were told the good news?  
i was shocked and completely overjoyed, it is 
fantastic to be recognised for your hard work 
and dedication to the industry and i am truly 
honoured to receive it. 

What are your future plans?
i want to continue to develop our product range, 
which is very exciting, i love looking after my 
clients and also enjoy working closely with great 
manufacturers such as L’oreal professionnel and 
want ensure that our salon still maintains its 
status as one of the very best in London.

www.johansford.com
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MUSIC CREATES 
THE RIGHT 
ATMOSPHERE.*

*MusicWorks survey of 2000 people, conducted March 2009. ** If you play recorded music in public it is a legal requirement to obtain the correct PPL licence, failure to do so may result in legal action. PPL is different from 
PRS for Music. PPL collects and distributes money on behalf of record companies and performers whilst PRS for Music collects and distributes money on behalf of songwriters, composers and publishers. Both licences must 
be obtained to ensure all copyright holders are fairly paid. † If you play recorded music in your business without obtaining a PPL music licence you would normally incur a 50% surcharge on your licensing fee. However, by 
proactively contacting PPL to declare your music usage and quoting ‘New Business’ this would not be applicable – the equivalent of a 33% saving.

ppluk.com

A recent survey revealed that over 
80% of customers say that music in 
salons creates a good atmosphere. 
Over half of those surveyed would 
recommend a salon that plays 
music over one that doesn’t.

There is no doubt that music is good 
for business. The simple act of turning 
music on can make a huge difference 
to productivity and sales.

PPL can help make music work for you 
by offering licensing solutions for playing 
recorded music in public. A PPL music 
licence will give your business access 
to literallly millions of songs – all for as 
little as 16 pence per day.

For more information on how to obtain
your PPL music licence** visit ppluk.com
or call 020 7534 1054.

To fi nd out more on how music can work
for you visit musicworksforyou.com.

CONTACT US

SAVE TODAY

New customers can

reduce the overall cost

of their fi rst year’s licensing

by contacting us and

quoting ’Hairdresser’†

020 7534 1095

00795 - PPL Hairdesser Ad.indd   1 20/07/2010   09:44



The new compact and powerful Apollo 1 hair dryer 
from Corioliss RRP £64.99

Your hair is in for a new drying experience with the launch of the 
high tech Apollo 1, the new compact hair dryer from Corioliss.

Although mini in size, its turbo 2000w motor is powerful enough 
to rival a standard sized dryer! It boasts a (truly) revolutionary pro 
variable air flow system which means you can actually change 
the heat of your hairdryer by the push of a dial! With a cold shot 
option and an ionic generator which eliminates frizz and static for 
an ultra smooth finish, Apollo will literally blow you away.

Apollo 1 is designed in an elegant soft touch black matt finish and 
comes in a trendy style bag that contains a fabric diffusion sock 
and two diffuser nozzles for multiple drying options. Cleverly, 
Apollo 1 switches off on impact of the floor or any surface to 
prevent further damage to the motor.

 
We have 4 AMAZING Corioliss Apollo 1  to give away to the 
readers of the Hairdresser magazine – To enter simply email 
sally@haircouncil.org.uk with your name and address details and 
we will randomly pick 4 winners who will then be sent this 
sensational prize

VISIT  WWW.CORIOLISS.COM                     CALL +44 (0)  1273 718 161

A D V A N C E D  P C B  H A I R D R Y E R

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD PROFESSIONAL HAIR AND BEAUTY WHOLESALERS 
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GREAT NEWS!!!
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L E A D I N G  B E A U T Y  T E C H N O L O G Y

®

  www.corioliss.com

L E A D I N G  B E A U T Y  T E C H N O L O G Y

®
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keywords

To create a soft short panel throught the 

side, connect with the fringe by 

overdirecting.

Image number: 043

keywords

Cut fringe as shown.

Image number: 027

keywords

Section as shown

Image number: 018

keywords

Spray the hair with BC Moisture Kick 

Spray Conditioner.

Image number:  001

NEW REBEL
THE COLOUR

THE CUT
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section as shown Apply colour 1 to the 
midlengths and ends

Apply colour 1 to roots cover with foils

colour the roots with colour 2 colour roots only with colour 4colour midlengths and
ends with colour 3

Apply colour 5 to the
midlengths and ends

using the same technique proceed
on the remaining sections and the
opposite side

Apply colour 6 on the roots
and midlengths

colour the fringe roots to
ends with colour 2

Apply colour 5 to the
midlengths and ends

Repeat that technique with roots 
darker and midlengths and
ends lighter

Apply colour 6 to the 
midlengths and ends

Apply colour 6 to the
roots of the
top section

Develop to shadeguide instructions

section as shown start with a centre section at the
back of the head. Pull each
section to the previously cut
section

create a fringe Prepare the
hair for blow
drying

Blow dry the hair as shown Release the top sectionuse thinning scissors
to create at every
2nd section a new
length with soft 
and smooth ends

create a concave layering shape
working in triangle sections

using the centre point
as pivoting guideline
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StepByStep‘NEW REBEL’
Hair by tyler Johnston
for schwarzkopf professional using osis



Linda and Pat Baggott with Andrew Barton

Malcolm and susan Beddoes

Margaret Kenny, Akin Konizi

and niamh heneghan

WALK for HABB        
sunday 4th July was blessed with brilliant sunshine as 40 hairdressers gathered
together in Parliament square to take part in the first ever hABB Walk around London.

Many travelled some distance and Registered hairdressers hannah thomas, tracey Parry 
and carly Delasalle travelled from as far as cornwall to take part and help raise money for 
the hairdressing and Beauty Benevolent.  hABB is the only charity dedicated to helping 
hairdressers who have fallen on hard times for one reason or another.

the walk followed the streets of London – along the thames embankment, over the 
Millennium Bridge to st Paul’s, through little back streets to pass the old Bailey, Fleet 
street and go into covent Garden. the route then headed down little alleyways (where 
harry Potter was filmed) and into Leicester square before heading back along the Mall 
and the finish at Parliament square.  the walkers enjoyed learning some London history 
along the way whilst they completed a photo quiz, answering questions about the 40 
photos of landmarks found along the route.  

congratulations to all the competitors who finished the 7½ mile route and followed the route description 
with ease.  Most finished within 3 hours despite picnic, beer and tea stops being enjoyed along the way.  
congratulations especially to Louis hess – the youngest walker – who, at just seven-years-old, returned to 
the finish still full of energy.

the walk will be repeated in 2011 on July 10 (which won’t clash with the Wimbledon Final!) and so there is 
plenty of time to get fit enough to take part.  it would be great to see many more hairdressers come along 
and enjoy a day in London whilst at the same time helping others.

the uK student of the Year Regional heats, run by the hairdressing council in association with L’oréal Professionnel and city & Guilds, took 
place during June at colleges up and down the country.  thanks to solihull college, southern Regional college, Blackpool and the Fylde 
college, city of Bristol college, hertfordshire college and Jewel & esk college for hosting the events. congratulations to all learners who 
took part in the competitions, which saw Level 2 learners putting up long hair as a ‘red carpet’ look and Level 3 learners cut and blow-dry a 
commercial innovative emerging look.  All the judges said the standards were exemplary. those who reached the final at L’oréal Professionnel 
in London on 17th october 2010 should receive special congratulations.

Level 2 finalists are:
Kirstie Grant  LctG hairdressing 
George Knight  city of Bristol college
Amanda McArdle southern Regional college, newry
terri-Ann neighbour hertfordshire college
Jemma newby Grimsby institute of F & he
olga Ramsbottom Blackburn college
samantha Robinson southern Regional college, Lurgan
Dannika southern solihull college

Level 3 finalists are:
nadia Allen  Reflections training
Aimee Brown J & e training
collette Fitzpatrick southern Regional college, newry
charlotte Macey city of Bristol college
Katie MacLellan city of Bristol college
Kim Paxford henley training co
steven sanderson city of sunderland college
Rachel Wardle city of sunderland college 

each finalist will be expected to repeat their look from the heats as well as 
take part in a short interview and produce a mood board.  the winners will be 
announced at salon international on the same day as the competition.

UK Student of the Year
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students taking part in the competition at southern Regional college



each year, the Hairdressing Council invite registered hairdressers to join them 
for afternoon tea on the terrace in the House of Commons. this is an area where 

the general public are not allowed and is an amazing setting for such an occasion. 
the sun was shining as many sat on the terrace overlooking the river thames, 

enjoying sandwiches and cakes. the 2010 event was as busy as ever with 
celebrity hairdressers, college tutors, industry organizations and manufacturers 
joining registered hairdressers in the call to mps to regulate hairdressing. those 
present included registered hairdressers - Beverly C, trevor sorbie, akin Konizi, 
andrew Barton, mark Hayes, anthony moscolo, terry Calvert and many others.  

although there is a very serious reason for having this event each year – to try 
and persuade government that our industry does deserve the recognition we 
are fighting for – it is also a wonderful opportunity for registered hairdressers 
to share afternoon tea with others supporting our campaign.  if you would like 
two tickets for next year’s event on 20 June 2011, simply e-mail the registrar at 
sally@haircouncil.org.uk and tickets will be sent to the first 40 received.  If you 

are unable to e-mail then please don’t hesitate to ring the office and request 
tickets that way. this year we had over 30 registered hairdressers attend the 

event and sharon Williams was one of them.  this is what she had to say...

Dear Sally Styles,
I wanted to thank you for including me as one of your guests to your annual 
Hairdressing Council Tea at the House of Commons on Monday 21st June. I 

thoroughly enjoyed the time spent with all the other guests, whom I found very 
charming, your speakers and the celebrity SRH’s were eloquent and amiable. I shall 
continue to encourage all fellow competent hairdressers to become members as it 
makes me feel honoured to be a member of your well regarded association.   The 
event inspired me and for this I would like to know what else I (and my Hair and 

Beauty Company) can do to help and assist the Hairdressing Council. Thanking you 
once again for a splendid day and I look forward to meeting again next year.

Sharon Williams (senior SRH - 941331)
Hair 2 Order Training

Mark hayes, cheryl townsend, Jayne schauenburg, Yvonne Malpass
and Vanessa houghton

Andrew Barton with Donna Brennon

trisha Buller, Anthony Mascolo and hayley Welling

caria Russell, natalie Mockett,

Kate MacLellan and Beverly c

trevor sorbie, carole Archer and sarah seekings

Jacqui Benjamin, Pat Mascolo, Anthony Moscolo
and sharon Williams

Allen Matthews and Beverly c

Richard clarke and his team with Andrew Barton

Kate MacLellan and Akin Konizi

Linda and Pat Baggott with Andrew Barton

Malcolm and susan Beddoes

Margaret Kenny, Akin Konizi

and niamh heneghan
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Unique Salon Opened By 
Registered Hairdresser
Congratulations to registered hairdresser Heather Hunter who, along 
with her partner, opened their own salon ‘unique unisex Hairdressing 
salon’ in Hadleigh essex.   as a special feature of the salon, Heather had a 
silver statue and bust especially made for her salon. 

 Heather said “the feedback on the shop has been amazing and we were 
very lucky to already be established with good clients before we actually 
opened. there are seven of us altogether and we are all fully trained.  i am 
also an internal verifier and work in conjunction with colleges to make 
sure the juniors complete their assessment work.  i have been a state 
registered hairdresser for over ten years and feel it is so important.  i have 
a master Craftsman diploma and enjoy keeping up to date by going to 
courses in London”.

Industry Wedding Bells
following in the footsteps of paul mcCartney, ringo starr and Liam 
gallagher (twice!), Hair pr expert at Catalyst Consultancy Johnny paterson 
and Wella professional’s registered Hairdresser pauline Vitale celebrated a 
late June Wedding at the World Famous Marylebone Registry Office.

pauline looked stunning, sporting a gorgeous Jenny packham, vintage 
inspired ivory dress with a matching 20’s hairstyle and self designed high 
heeled shoes. and Johnny looked pretty good too!

after the Wedding, the guests enjoyed a vintage bus ride to the reception, 
held at the uber cool Haymarket Hotel, rounding off a beautiful and stylish 
day.

if, as a registered hairdresser, you have news or a story you would like to share, send copy and images to sally@haircouncil.org.uk

Andrew
 H

 W
illiam

s

Teaching in Ghana
Our Student Ambassador, Sophia Hilton, has quite literally been 
climbing mountains to teach hairdressing in a remote village in 
Ghana, West Africa. Ghana is one of the most developed African 
countries, but sadly so many children grow up with out a proper 
education or a skilled trade to help them into the adult world, 
where if you can’t earn money, you simply can’t eat. 

“I was teaching a young Ghanaian girl called Rose, she worked 
in a salon that was made from reclaimed wood and corrugated 
iron at the top of the mountain in a small village” says Sophia. It 
was Roses dream to be able to work in the city where she could 
send home better money for her children. Learning European 
hairdressing meant she had a better chance of getting a job and 
caring for her family. “I had decided to take my cheaper £50 
scissors in case they got lost. I cut a section and encouraged her 
to do the next. When she pulled out of her pocket bright blue 
crayola scissors I was taken back. My cheap ‘I don’t care if they 
get lost scissors’ would have fed her and her family for month. It 
really gives you perspective.” 

Sophia’s now busy planning her second trip to Africa where 
she plans to set up young women with their own businesses. 
“Anyone can do this, from junior to senior stylists, I really would 
encourage people to try it, it will change your life.”

If you would like to be a part of further projects, or have more 
information on organisations that can support your own ideas, 
visit the website at Sophia Hilton.com
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Registered Hairdresser News

Lunch-time 
Colours
A hit for registered hairdresser 
Tim Scott-Wright

registered hairdresser tim scott-Wright,  director of Lisa 
shepherd salons, Birmingham is making business happen 
around Clynol’s 10 minute colour, Viton speed 10 and his clever 
marketing is raising the stakes at one of the country’s top specialist 
colour salons.

“thanks to a soundly tested product that delivers 10 minute 
development time again and again, we’re marketing the 1 hour 
lunch-time colour and blow dry appointment, and being situated right 
in the heart of the business quarter in Birmingham’s city centre it’s 
quickly taken off even more quickly than we had anticipated.”   

“ We are already seeing this with on average 6 lunch-time colours booking 
every single day for our promise of 1 hour inclusive….colour, blow-dry, sandwich 
and back to work.  Who’d have thought a decade ago that we’d be talking about 
10 minute permanent colour?  this really is phenomenal in development terms and 
it’s already changing the shape of salon colour beyond recognition - a dream come 
true for the time hungry but colour rich and another rich colour seam of business for 
Birmingham.” tim scott-Wright.
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Hair by tim scott-Wright, Lisa 
shepherd salons, using Viton 
speed 10

President
Calvert
‘State Registered Hairdresser 
Terry Calvert, owner of the 
Clipso Group, also holds the 
prestigious title of President 
of the Fellowship for British 
Hairdressing and has pledged 
his support for the need for 
registration in our industry.  
Not only is he registered 
himself but all his staff 
are also registered.  Terry 
says “State Registration is 
something that every salon 
owner and stylist should think 
about carefully and support 
fully.  We are professionals in 
our trade and every customer 
should feel confident that they 
will be receiving the best care, 
advice and service every time 
they visit a hair salon and 
State Registration will ensure 
this becomes a universal 
expectation.”  

Registered Hairdressers Make 
Hairdresser of the Year Short-List
the Hairdressing Council would like to congratulate those 
hairdressers who have been nominated for the 2010 British 
Hairdresser of the Year award.

this award is presented by Hairdressers Journal international and 
sponsored by schwarzkopf professional.  registrar, sally styles, said: 
“this is a wonderful event - the elite of the British industry have been 
nominated for this prestigious award.  it is especially exciting for 
the Hairdressing Council as 6 of the 8 nominees are state registered 
Hairdressers”.  

many congratulations to registered hairdressers andrew Barton, errol 
douglas, mark Hayes, akin Konizi, angelo seminara and gary Hooker and 
michael Young.  many congratulations also to phil smith and tim Hartley.  
the winner will be announced on monday 22nd november 2010.

Akin Konizi receiving the award in 2009 
for the second successive year
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Brazilian Keratin Treatments
Your Questions, Answered 
Jez Barnett – hairdresser, salon owner and the man behind KeraStraight, 
the next generation of Brazilian Keratin Treatments, shares his expertise 
and business know-how on this new golden opportunity that’s recently 
hit the hair industry: 

Can you colour hair with a Brazilian Keratin Treatment?
“Yes, in fact, heavily coloured or bleached hair can benefit more 
from the keratin as it helps to reconstruct the hair.  With our brand 
KeraStraight we recommend colouring 3 days in advance of 
the treatment or 2 weeks following the treatment – this will 
restore the pH balance and ensure maximum benefit from 
both services.”

What’s the issue regarding formaldehyde?
“The first generation of treatments did use formaldehyde 
as an active ingredient with the keratin.  However, with 
development of new, safer formulas, Formaldehyde is no 
longer necessary. UK & EU health & safety has very strict 
limits of levels of Formaldehyde that may be present in 
the solutions or vapour. You should ask to see the Health 
& Safety data sheets and a glossary explaining the 
ingredients fully.”

Why is this different to the permanent 
straightening treatment?
“It’s actually a semi-permanent treatment so it gradually 
fades over four months rather than growing out like 
chemical straightening systems. Keratin based treatments 
enable you to re-treat the full head of hair over and over 
to help build the keratin in the hair.  With permanent 
straightening treatments you will only focus on the root 
growth every few months.”

What’s the maintenance with this treatment? 
“Very little really – after the initial application, they cannot 
wash their hair for a certain time.  KeraStraight Treatment 
with KS Complex is a lighter formula that doesn’t weigh 
down the hair and is only 2 days before first wash, but most 
are 3 days.  Clients can then choose to use their usual heated 
appliances to style, but for some styles it really is a matter of 
‘wash and go afterwards’.” 

How can you combat the smoke and irritation that 
has been linked to these treatments? 
“Again, this depends on the system being used.  This did happen and it 
wasn’t comfortable for anyone so we carefully researched and developed 
the KS Complex with an exclusive vapour capture technology, the smoke 
created through the ironing of the treatments quickly dissipates and results in 
no irritation on the eyes.”

What hair texture can you apply it on? 
“Any hair texture will benefit from Brazilian Keratin treatments – even fine hair.  
If customers have fine hair, they’ll find that the keratin will help to strengthen 
and build the texture of the hair.  They’ll be able to have hair cuts they may 
not have been able to do before, so it opens up so many more styling 
opportunities for the stylist too. A lot of clients with finer hair find that they can 
grow their hair for the first time in years”  

To order KeraStraight for your salon, call 0845 459 0026.

Hair by Angelo Seminara
at Trevor Sorbie for

Kerastraight
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if you play music in your salon it can play a big part in 
creating the right image for your particular business and 
can help your customers to relax throughout their visit.  
a musicWorks study, carried out by music licensing 
companies ppL and prs for music, found that 77% of 
customers find a salon playing music more inviting and 
61% are more likely to return to a salon that plays music 

– important information for an industry thriving on 
repeat business.

You may be unaware, however, that to do this it 
is a legal requirement to gain permission from 
copyright holders – that is the record companies, 
performers, composers and publishers.  to allow 
this to happen without contacting thousands of 
individual record companies and composers, you 
need both a ppL licence and a prs for music 
licence to ensure you are not liable for any acts of 
infringement in the salon.

But why two licences?   

ppL is the music licensing company which, on 
behalf of 45,000 performers and 5,750 record 
companies, licenses the use of recorded 
music in the uK. this enables tV and radio 
stations, online streaming services and 

hundreds of thousands of shops, pubs and 
others using music in their business to 
obtain a licence comprising millions of 

recordings.

as a music industry service, the 
company does not retain any profit 
for itself. the costs of collecting, 
processing and distributing the 
licence fees are taken from the gross 
revenues that the company collects, 
which are distributed and paid to all 
ppL’s record company and performer 

members. there is no joining fee or 
administration charge and the company 

actively seeks members. the cost-to-
revenue ratio has remained constant for 

three years despite increasing investment 
in technology.

PRS For Music is a non-profit organisation 
which collects and distributes money for 

the use of music and lyrics on behalf of 
songwriters, composers and publishers. this 

licence is also legally required to play music in 
a hairdressing salon.  a prs for music licence 

provides you with permission by the copyright 
owner to play music in public.

under the Copyright, designs and patents act 1988, 
every song that is played in public requires permission 
of the recording company that controls the copyright 
in that recording.  a ppL and prs for music licence will 
allow businesses to use virtually any recorded music.  

it is the legal responsibility of the proprietor to ensure 
all their business premises are appropriately licensed for 
playing recorded music in public.  

even if you have bought your own Cd, if you play it at 
your business premises a ppL and prs for music licence 
is legally required.  a tV licence is not enough – if you 
are playing recorded music on the tV via programmes, 
theme tunes, adverts etc, you will still need a ppL and 
prs for music licence.

Where a business has been playing music without a 
license, ppL is legally entitled to seek up to six years’ 
worth of past fees. prs for music may also ask for back-
payments if this is the case.

if your business does not play recorded music, you are 
required to complete a formal declaration confirming to 
ppL that no recorded music is being used (if recorded 
music was played in the past, a fee will still be payable 
for that time).  prs for music has no such requirement.

Tariffs for the PRS For Music licence can be found at the 
PRS For Music website under Tariff for Salons.  The tariff 
is the same for all hairdressing salons and is around £70 
per year for playing Cds for up to 5 stylists and around 
£70 for playing the radio for up to 30 stylists.
 
ppL licences vary in cost depending on your 
circumstances.  to contact ppL directly for more 
information or how to obtain a licence, call 020 7534 
1070 or email ppnb@ppluk.com  they also have further 
information on their website www.ppluk.com 

to contact prs for music for more information. or to 
obtain a licence – call 0800 068 4828.  they also have 
further information on their website www.prsformusic.
com/salons 

information about the musicWorks study can be found 
here: www.musicworksforyou.com 

Playing Music in Hairdressing Salons – The Facts
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Business PAGes

IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew
David Drew has been in the hairdressing industry for the last 34 years, with former experience at Vidal 
sassoon and Jingles international; he successfully opened and built up an amazing, award-winning (and 
very profitable!) salon.  his interests in the business side of hairdressing led him to train as an accredited 
business coach.  in 2005, after 23 years, he sold his salon as a going concern in order to concentrate fully 
on his career – setting up iBc (impact Business coach) – helping others build their businesses so that they 
could enjoy as much success as David himself. David is well respected within the hairdressing industry. he 
is a Fellow of the Fellowship, a master craftsman of “the hairdressing council”, a former council member 
for “hABiA” representing “nationally Approved salons” has contributed on the criteria for “Foundation and 
Degrees in hairdressing”. he is also a past judge at the British hairdressing Business Awards. During
2008, David was the Business editor for the Fellowship for British hairdressing magazine ‘FM’ and in
April 2008 David was elected to serve on the council of the Fellowship for British hairdressing. David
is currently running courses with L’oreal and offers a private consultancy and coaching service for
salons in the hair and beauty industry.

For more information on the service that David offers visit www.impactbusinesscoach.co.uk
or call 01243 778598, mobile 07768 242034, email david@impactbusinesscoach.co.uk 

Let me ask you a question: Have you converted all 
your hard work into a tangible asset – cash?

please understand, this most valuable asset cash 
is not just given. it is not the passive inevitable 
outcome of your skills and endeavours, it does not 
arrive in your bank account by accident, it has to be 
earned then tracked and captured! 

it is more than a business cliché to state that “cash 
is King”. But as with all such clichés this statement 
is a fact! Cash-flow is generally acknowledged as 
the single most pressing concern of most business 
directors/owners. Cash-flow is simply the life-
blood of all businesses!   

In business you can be winning the profit 
game but still have no money! (example: rolls 
royce in the late 70s, despite recording a record 
level of profits! Paying out excellent dividends to 
shareholders, the company went into receivership! 
and it was nationalised by the government. the 
company had spent far too much money on the 
development of the “rB211 engine,” that went 
on to become a world-beating aviation success! 
in a nutshell; “rolls royce” went under, because 
they didn’t manage their cash-flow! a very large 
number of companies / businesses have been 
wiped out, failed /nationalised because of this 
very factor. Look at what has  happened to the 
British banking system, when the government 
has to step in to prop up the high street banks. an 
unprecedented situation, all because of poor cash-
flow between the various banks! Poor cash-flow 
– it is the most common cause of any business 
failure! 
 
With the current uncertain economic climate, 
cash-flow management is critical! 

With increases in direct costs hitting all businesses, 
increases in gas bills, electric bills, inflation now 

Have You Always Got Far Too Much Month 
Left Over at the End of the Money?
the importance of good Cash-flow

around 4%, the national minimum wage to rise in 
October in line with inflation! VAT to rise by 2.5% 
to 20% from January 4th 2011!

Cash-flow – simply the flow of money both in 
and out of your business – has never been more 
important!  it is vital to the health of your business 
and it is in the day-to-day decision-making process 
of business management, about your business, that 
cash is most effectively controlled.

Those day-to-day decisions rest firmly with the 
business directors and business owners. poor cash 
flow will adversely affect your business; cash-flow 
is the primary indicator of your business health!

the simple health test; i call it an M.O.T, is for the 
business owner/director to look at the business 
bank account statement, what is the balance? 
positive or negative?

the bank balance becomes a “moment of truth” 
for the business owner/director. 

the amount of cash that your business has or 
doesn’t have sitting in the business bank account, 
also demonstrated for example your business 
accounts, which have two measures incorporated 
within the accounts schedules, they are Current 
Ratio (current assets/current liabilities) and Quick 
Ratio (current assets less stock/current liabilities), 
the results of which are expressed as a percentage 
and the higher the figure measures, the better your 
business is doing! 

these two ratios are known as Kpis (Key 
performance indicators).  By having and using 
an invaluable management tool, a cash-flow 
forecast, which is designed to be used regularly, 
on an ongoing basis as a support tool, for long term 
planning and day-to-day reference. 

The cash- flow forecast will help the business 
owner/directors answer the following questions:
•  Where have all the profits gone?
•  are normal business activities generating 
sufficient cash to enable the business to continue 
trading with a positive bank balance?
•  Where did the money for new assets come from?
•  Is the business solvent; that is, has it sufficient 
liquid/cash to meet its short-term obligations?
•  How can the business be earning profits, but still 
be short of cash?

David Drew’s Top Tip
plan what is going to happen well in advance, and 
don’t just carry on in business unless you have the 
full finance picture in place showing what finance/ 
cash will be needed.

Analyse your cash-flow forecast regularly; measure 
it; identify the challenge; look at every aspect of 
your business, and every aspect of what your 
business is spending its hard fought, worked for, 
cash on!

Determine if the money spent is cost-effective. 
if it’s not working, rectify or change, or stop 
continuing to spend, it’s that simple!   
 
The cash-flow forecast document will identify 
any potential cash crises to the business. 
Helping the business owners/directors to 
avoid the debilitating downside affect on the 
business of a cash crisis giving your business a 
commercial edge over the competition! 
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David Wright BA (hons) FiPD, advises hABiA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact with 
all your employment queries. he will write your contract, set of policies, application forms and salon handbook, and sends you a monthly 

newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. the fee is all inclusive no matter how many times you need him. contact David on 07930 358067, 
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk

EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE with David Wright

Contracts of 
Employment 
the contract of employment is an essential document,
it forms the basis of the employment relationship. if there are 
disputes then tribunals will immediately look at the terms of 
the contract. however, many owners and employees do not 
appreciate its value. some contracts are simply downloaded
off the internet or are generic and not adequate for the 
hairdressing industry. equally, some salon owners pay
hundreds of pounds for a document so full of legal
jargon that neither of you can understand it.

Who should have a 
Contract of Employment?
All employees – permanent, part time, 
temporary, even the “saturday person” 
– should have one. the law requires they 
have one within eight weeks of taking up 
post but if i were a new employee i would 
want to see the contract before i began 
work.

What should be included?
Legally, the following have to be included:

•  start date
•  Job title
•  Place of work
•  Remuneration
•  hours of work
•  holiday entitlement
•  sick pay entitlements
•  Disciplinary and grievance procedures
•  Pension arrangements
•  notice arrangements
•  Retirement age

however, often contracts include many 
other provisions

•  A probationary period
•  A facility to recover training costs
•  A facility to recover overpayments

i would not include workplace or 
operational rules and policies within a 

contract. this makes them contractual 
and much more difficult to revise. if an 
employer wants to change a contract 
then there is a consultative process to go 
through, it isn’t sufficient to have a simple 
paragraph suggesting the contract can be 
changed simply by giving a week’s notice.

Probationary Periods
the key issue is that after 12 months’ 
service an employee has the right to get 
to an employment tribunal and claim unfair 
dismissal.

A probationary period is a valuable tool 
and typically runs for 3 to 6 months. 
however, employers do not realise that if a 
dismissal relates to discrimination then an 
employee does not need a year’s service 
to access an employment tribunal.

A clause with the facility to 
recover training costs?
this should be carefully worded and 
should specify what is recoverable, over 
what period, and how you would recover 
the money. if it is badly worded then the 
recovery can be challenged.

Other Contractual Issues
the notice that an employer must give 
an employee is defined in law and is one 
week for each year of service. however, 

the notice required from the employee 
is entirely up to the salon owner and is 
defined in the contract.

Many salons quote a month but, in my 
experience, salons don’t want staff 
remaining on the premises and they are 
paid for not working their notice.

You might also look at the rules and 
procedures regarding holidays. the 
minimum holiday entitlement is 28 days a 
year and this can include bank holidays. if 
commission is paid as a regular feature of 
the work then average commission can be 
expected to be paid during holidays.

A contract of employment isn’t just an 
annoying piece of administration. You 
should read it carefully, make sure you are 
receiving the minimum legal entitlements; 
if clauses are unclear you should ask 
for clarification in writing. in short, don’t 
sign a legal agreement that you do not 
understand – ignorance will not be an 
excuse if there is ever a problem.

Freelance or Self-
Employed?
in these cases you are not required to 
have a contract of employment but should 
have a contract For service – we will look 
at the issues relating to self-employment 
next time.
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Punk Couture
Registered Hairdresser Antoinette Beenders, Vice 

President for Aveda, showcases her latest collection of 
Gothic geometry united with sophisticated elegance for 

looks that are fiercely feminine and simply beautiful

Hair: Antoinette Beenders

Make-up: Stevie Huynh    Clothes Styling: Lester Garcia    Photos: Gregory Harris
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PhotoGRAPhic coMPetition
the  2010 Hairdressing Council photographic Competition, sponsored by indola, 
closed in July.  this is only the second competition and has already grown in 
popularity. 

Congratulations to Tanya Hennessey who wins first prize and a year’s supply of 
istyler and Hydrate+ products plus apron/satin gown and cutting gown.  second 
place goes to anne Veck who wins istyler and Hydrate+ products plus apron/
satin gown and cutting gown and third placed roseanne murphy wins istyler and 
Hydrate+ products.  gillian greer’s photo was also highly commended.  

thank you to all those who entered this year’s competition and for all those 
entries who didn’t win this time, there will be another chance next year with 
more great prizes.  Watch out for the may 2011 issue of ‘the Hairdresser’. 

Winner

runner-up

3rd pLaCe

HigHLY Commended

hAiR: RoseAnne MuRPhY  PhotoGRAPh: AnDReW BucKLe

hAiR, coLouR, MAKe-uP AnD stYLinG: tAnYA hennesseY  PhotoGRAPh: RichARD MiLes

hAiR: Anne VecK PhotoGRAPh: chARLotte KiBBLes

hAiR: GiLLiAn GReeR     MAKe-uP: LA’DeA BeAutY    PhotoGRAPh: FAYe BeLL
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Great Reader Giveaways

a new exotic hair oil from marrakesh has come to the 
rescue of dull, frizzy, stressed out hair and if initial sales 
are anything to go by, the argan secret oil from marrakesh 
£9.99 (ex Vat), 60ml is becoming one of the biggest 
“beauty buzz” hair treatments of 2010.

no longer a secret of beauty salons, this magical, “must-
have” oil contains a luxurious blend of ingredients, 
including the exotic argan oil from morocco, and is 
formulated to soften, smooth and transform frizzy hair and 
offer protection from the elements.

and if promoting impeccable shine and improving 
hair vitality wasn’t enough, this dazzling hair-boosting 
treatment has several other wonder benefits for 
transforming hair with little effort. It adds remarkable 
shine, prepares hair for heat-straightening and protects it 
from heat-styling tools. it also speeds up drying and styling 
time, helps to soften the hair, reduces frizz and helps to 
protect from sun and wind damage.

‘HOTTEST’ HAIR OIL FROM MARRAKESH

25 free bottles up for grabs!
instructions for use: apply a small amount (a little goes 
a long way) of argan secret to hands and work through 
towel-dried hair with fingers or a comb.  Can also be used 
on dry hair for extra body or to repair split ends.

the argan secret oil from marrakesh is available from 
sally stores nationwide (telephone 0800 9809961 for 
details of your local store). 

How to get your hands on a free bottle...
We are giving away 25 full-size bottles of argan secret oil 
for registered hairdressers. to register for your chance 
to receive a bottle of this great new product, simply 
email your name, registration number and answer to the 
following question to sally@haircouncil.org.uk
How would you use argan oil to create your look?
to be in with a chance of receiving your free bottle of 
argan secret oil enter today. 25 lucky srHs will be chosen 
on 1st november 2010 and will be sent a bottle of this 
amazing oil.

The Argan Tree is the source of 
this great new product

a great chance to win for registered hairdressers...
Black and White Wax is delighted to offer 50 lucky readers the chance to win a FREE 
Black and White Wax manik shaper worth £9.95. Black and White Wax manik shaper is 
a product designed to intensify any hairstyle you want to create within seconds. it helps 
finish all styles that fashion dictates.  The hold of the product is strong with a fresh and 
clean fragrance loved by all. 

to be in with a chance of winning simply email sally@haircouncil.org.uk  or send a 
postcard to the Hairdressing Council with your name and address  and subject heading 
‘Black and White’. 

Black and White Wax is delighted to announce that for a limited time only, Black and 
White manik shaper will be available at your local participating wholesaler on a ‘buy one, 
get one free’ basis. 

To find your nearest wholesaler participating in this offer call 0117 963 7720.

Get your hands on a
FREE Black and White 
Wax Manik Shaper!

50 to be won!



Yesmin 0’Brien
The latest collection of styles from Registered 

Hairdresser Yesmin 0’Brien for Seanhanna Salons

Make-up: Jose    Clothes Styling: Darren Knight   Photos: Roberto Aguilar
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LuXe
Registered Hairdresser

Steven Goldsworthy exhibits
his latest collection

Hair: Steven Goldsworthy of Goldsworthy’s

Make-up: Lauren Mathias    Styling: Bernard Connolly    Photos: James Rutland
thehairdresser |  29



Cutting the       
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JLT Business Insurance Services is a division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson UK Limited. Lloyds Broker. Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Services Authority. 
A member of the Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group. Registered Office: 6 Crutched Friars, London EC3N 2PH. Registered in England No 00338645. VAT No. 244 2321 96. 
The Hairdressing Council is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Jardine Lloyd Thompson UK Limited 
*Price quoted is for annual cover and excludes IPT (5%)
**Cover has to be purchased in addition to Public Liability. Price quoted is for annual cover and excludes IPT (5%)

Making Business Insurance
more personal

Preferred insurance provider  
of The Hairdressing Council
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Comprehensive and Affordable 
Insurance Cover for:  
State Registered Hairdressers

Cover starts from as little as £46.20*  
for £1m Public Liability 
- less than 13 pence per day!

Plus FREE Hand Cover with every 
Personal Accident extension prices 
start from £21.00**

Salon Owners? No problem
We can cover the insurance you need: 

Public Liability
Employers Liability
 Treatment Risks
Buildings & Contents
Commercial Vehicle

Check your insurance cover today to see how we can cut your costs

0800 454 371 
Please quote reference HAIR0808
businessinsurance@jltgroup.com

www.jltbis.co.uk
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If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and  
training experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing.  

This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the cream of British Hairdressing.

The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats, a Diploma in a stylish, specially 
made frame, a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal 

plaque, mounted on solid dark wood or a silver metal plaque in a modern look acrylic frame.

Master Craftsman
in Hairdressing?

Could you become a 

For more information on how to become a Master Craftsman
contact the Hairdressing Council on 020 8760 7010.

Newly Registered Master Craftsmen

620101 Mr M J Beddoes  The Headmaster  Knighton Powys

934953 Mrs Delyth Wynne Evans Ciliau Aeron Lampeter Ceredigion

937194 Virginia Sutton  Gosport   Hants

938402 Paul Allen   Thurloes Hair & Beauty London 

939220 Stephen Waterson  Tacolneston  Norwich 

940578 Nicola Middleditch  Mildenhall  Suffolk 

941072 Carolyn Bevis  Kidlington  Oxon 

Registration No. Name    Address




